
➤ An educator tells us
how to inculcate self
regulation skills in our
daily lives and the
importance of it

TODAY’S
EDITION 

➤ An educationist points out how pro-
crastination, the act of delaying or
postponing a task or set of tasks, can
make our life difficult, and how to fix it

➤ Did you know many of the
words and phrases that we
use in everyday language
have a military origin? Find
out more on ‘Language Lab’

➤ India moving in right
direction ahead of World
Cup: Rohit Sharma
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ELON MUSK TERMINATES 
$44-BILLION TWITTER DEAL

Elon Musk said he was termi-
nating his $44-billion deal
for Twitter Inc, saying the
social media company had
failed to provide information
about fake accounts on the
platform. Twitter chairman
Bret Taylor took to the
microblogging site and said
the company's board plans to pursue legal action to
enforce the merger agreement.

INFLATION MAY EASE IN 
SECOND HALF OF 2022-23: RBI 

Inflation may ease gradually
in the second half of 2022-
23, Reserve Bank of India
governor Shaktikanta Das
said on Saturday, asserting
that the central bank will
continue to calibrate its
policies with the goal of
preserving and fostering

macro-economic stability. Soaring price pressures have
emerged as a major challenge for policy-makers,
prompting RBI to raise interest rates sharply to tame
inflation. Both retail and wholesale price inflation have
remained stubbornly high.

SUNAK AND BRAVERMAN
ENTER UK PM RACE

Knives were out for Indian-origin Conservative MPs Rishi
Sunak and Suella Braverman within minutes of them both
announcing their bids to become the next UK PM, with
many of the attacks on
their leadership bids 
having racist undertones.
Infosys founder Narayana
Murthy’s son-in-law Rishi
Sunak formally declared his
candidacy for the
Conservative leadership
contest on Friday, putting
out a slick video with the
tagline “Ready4Rishi” and changing his actual Twitter
handle to “Ready For Rishi”. Indian-origin Suella
Braverman, currently the attorney general in the UK
Cabinet, was among the early Tory members of
Parliament to formally declare her leadership bid.

TICKER-TAPE

WHY SRI LANKA'S ECONOMY
COLLAPSED AND WHAT'S NEXT

Sri Lanka's prime
minister said late
last month that the
island nation's debt-
laden economy had
“collapsed” as it runs
out of money to pay
for food and fuel. Sri
Lankans are
skipping meals as
they endure
shortages and lining
up for hours to try to
buy scarce fuel...

HOW SERIOUS IS THIS CRI-
SIS? The government owes $ 51
billion external debt and is
unable to make interest pay-
ments on its loans, let alone put
a dent in the amount borrowed.
Tourism, an important engine of
economic growth, has sputtered
because of the pandemic and
concerns about safety after ter-
ror attacks in 2019. Its currency
has collapsed by 80%, making
imports more expensive and
worsening inflation that is
already out of control, with
food costs rising 57%, accord-
ing to official data. The result is
a country hurtling towards
bankruptcy, with hardly any
money to import gasoline, milk,
cooking gas and toilet paper.

HOW IS IT AFFECTING REAL
PEOPLE? Tropical Sri Lanka,
during normal times abundant
in food, is facing acute short-
age. The UN World Food
Programme says nearly nine
of 10 families are skipping
meals or otherwise skimping
to stretch out their food,
while three million are receiv-
ing emergency humanitarian
aid. Doctors have resorted to
social media to try to get
critical supplies of equipment
and medicine. Growing num-
bers of Sri Lankans are seek-
ing passports to go overseas
in search of work.
Government workers have
been given an extra day off
for three months to allow

them time to grow their own
food. In short, people are suf-
fering and desperate for
things to improve.
WHY IS THE ECONOMY IN
SUCH DIRE STRAITS?
Economists say the crisis
stems from domestic factors,
such as years of mismanage-
ment and corruption. Much of
the public's ire has focused
on President Rajapaksa and
his brother, former Prime
Minister Mahinda Rajapaksa.
The latter resigned in May
after weeks of anti-govern-
ment protests that eventually
turned violent. And now, pro-
testers claim they found 17.85
million SL Rupees from the
President’s residence.

WHAT IS THE GOVERNMENT DOING ABOUT
THE CRISIS?
So far, Sri Lanka has been muddling through,
mainly supported by $4 billion in credit lines
from India. An Indian delegation came to the
capital, Colombo, in June for talks on more
assistance, but Wickremesinghe warned
against expecting India to keep Sri Lanka
afloat for long. Sri Lanka has also sought
more help from China. Other governments
like the US, Japan and Australia have pro-
vided a few hundred million dollars in sup-
port. Earlier in June, the United Nations
launched a worldwide public appeal for
assistance. So far, projected funding barely
scratches the surface of the $6 billion the
country needs to stay afloat over the next
six months

We need to develop forward 
looking, responsive, world class 
higher educational institutions
to prepare 21st century-ready

students. We have to work to
ensure access, inclusivity, equitability, afford-
ability and quality in higher education. We
must bring in a transformative education sys-
tem rooted in Indian values, thoughts and
sense of service. The National Education
Policy(NEP) 2020 gives us the direction and
path for decolonising our education and
achieving aspirations, creating pride in our
languages, culture and knowledge. The compo-
nents of NEP, such as multi-modal education,
academic bank of credits, multiple entry-exit,
skill development will prove to be
milestones in the direction of stu-
dent first -teacher-led learning
DHARMENDRA PRADHAN, 
Union education minister

BHUVNESHWAR KUMAR
First bowler in T20I history to

bowl 500 dot balls in powerplay

I
ndia star
bowler
Bhuvneshwar
Kumar wreaked

havoc on the England bat-
ting line-up on Saturday
as he went on to become

the ffirst IIndian
bowler tto bbowl
500 ddot bballs iin

the TT20s ppower-
plays with his
stunning spell.

He surpassed Tim
Southee of New

Zealand and Samuel
Badree of the West Indies,

both of whom have 383 dots.
Bhuvneshwar Kumar received the
man of the match award for his out-
standing performance at Edgbaston.
With this, Bhuvi also became the
first player to win the highest Man
of the Match award as a fast bowler
in T20Is from Team India.
Bhuvneshwar has won this award 4
times so far. The name of Jasprit
Bumrah (3) comes on the second
number and Shardul Thakur 
(3) on the third.

F our US states— Nebraska,
Minnesota, San Diego and Illinois
were recently hit by a storm sys-
tem known as ‘derecho’, turning

the sky green. 

WHAT IS DERECHO: Derechos are rare
storms that can be just as powerful and
destructive like hurricanes or tornadoes.
According to the US’s National Weather
Service, it is “a widespread, long-lived,
straight-line windstorm associated with a
band of rapidly moving showers or thunder-
storms”. In straight-line storm winds, there

is no rotation unlike a tornado.  Derecho
comes from the Spanish word ‘la derecha’
which means ‘straight’.

WHY SKY TURNS GREEN: Derechos result in
a green sky due to light interacting with the
huge amount of water they hold. According
to a report in Washington Post, the big rain-
drops and hail scatter away all, but the blue
wavelengths due to which primarily blue
light penetrates below the storm cloud. This
blue then combines with the red and yellow
of the afternoon or the evening sun to pro-
duce the green sky.

In March this
year, dust and
sand blown
from Sahara
desert covered
parts of Spain,
coating the
sky
orangeStorms, which have wind gusts of at least 93 km/hr and wind dam-

age swath extending more than 400 km, are classified as derecho

Tren
ding

Derecho: The storm that turned the
sky green in the US

Spotlight

 President tto qquit aafter bbeing cchased ffrom
home: Sri Lankan protesters refused to budge
from President Gotabaya Rajapaksa's residence
on Sunday after storming his home, forcing him
to flee with the navy and to announce his resig-
nation. The dramatic events on Saturday were
the culmination of months of protests by peo-
ple enraged by the South Asian island nation's
unprecedented economic crisis and the
Rajapaksa clan's incompetence and corruption.

 Protesters ffind mmillions oof rrupees ffrom
Gotabaya RRajapaksa's hhouse aamid eeconomic
turmoil: Protesters who stormed  Rajapaksa's
house claimed to have recovered a large sum of
money (17.85 MILLION SRI LANKAN RUPEES)
from the mansion. According to Sri Lanka's daily
newspaper, Daily Mirror, it was reported that
the recovered money was handed over to the
security units.  Leaders of the protest move-
ment in Sri Lanka who have forced the president
and prime minister out of their official resi-
dences said on Sunday they will occupy the
buildings until the two quit office.

 Prime MMinister RRanil WWickremesinghe ssaid

he wwill lleave ooffice oonce aa nnew ggovernment iis
in pplace, and hours later the speaker of
Parliament said Rajapaksa would step down

on Wednesday. Pressure on both men
had grown as the economic meltdown
set off acute shortages of essential

items, leaving people struggling to obtain
food, fuel and other necessities.

 If both the president and prime minister
resign, Speaker MMahinda YYapa AAbeywardena wwill
take oover aas ttemporary ppresident, aaccording tto
the CConstitution.

 Union eexternal aaffairs mminister SS
Jaishankar oon SSunday ssaid tthe IIndian ggovern-
ment hhas aalways bbeen ssupportive oof SSri LLanka
and it was "trying to help" the neighbouring
country through its present economic crisis
and made it clear that there was "no refugee
crisis right now".

LATEST UPDATES

Meanwhile, embattled President
Gotabaya Rajapaksa, whose location
is still unknown since the protesters 
overran both his office and the official
residence, has ordered officials to
ensure the smooth distribution of
cooking gas

CLICK HERE: PAGE 1 AND 2

SRI LANKA CRISIS DEEPENS
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LANGUAGE LAB

M
ultilingualism has been
shown to have several
social, psychological
and career advantages.
Moreover, recent

studies show several health benefits
that arise from speaking more than
one language. These include faster
recovery after a stroke and delayed
onset of memory loss diseases.

Let’s see how speaking various
languages really benefits us:

1GIVES BETTER UNDERSTANDING
OF LANGUAGE: Since learning a
second (or third, or fourth)

language brings your attention to the
mechanics of the two languages,
multilingual people tend to understand
things like grammar, conjugations, and
sentence structure better than
monolinguals. 

2IMPROVES MEMORY: It’s
undeniable: the more you use
your brain, the better it performs.

Learning a new language not only
requires familiarity with an unfamiliar
set of vocabulary and rules, but also
the ability to recall this information.

3IMPROVES FIRST LANGUAGE:
They say, “You can never
understand one language until

you understand at least two.” Learning
a new language actually sharpens
your knowledge of your primary
language by making you more
conscious of its rules and subtleties. 

4SLOWS DOWN MENTAL DECLINE
IN ELDERLY: Several studies have
demonstrated that bilingualism

can delay the onset of dementia and
Alzheimer’s disease by an average of
five years! Even better, bilingual
patients who do develop Alzheimer’s
tend to display less decay in cognitive
abilities than monolingual patients.

5MAKES KIDS SMARTER: If
multilingualism improves a
person’s memory, then it’s

unsurprising that

multilingual kids can perform better at
school. There’s an increasing amount
of research that suggests bilingual
children are better at recalling items
from their memory and even do better
at math than monolingual students.
Most children go to a school with a
curriculum that uses memorisation as
a learning method; having a brain
that’s already pre-conditioned to

memorisation is a huge boon when it
comes to studying for exams.

6INCREASES CAREER
OPPORTUNITIES: Speaking
multiple languages has

numerous employment benefits. Being
multilingual means there are more job
opportunities depending on the
languages you speak. Several
companies, especially the ones that have offices in different countries are

now considering multilingualism a
high priority.

WWIITT:: According to the ‘Oxford English
Dictionaries’, wit can be understood
as keen intelligence or a natural tal-
ent for using words and ideas in
quick, amusing ways. Wit has to be
understood as a sharpness of the
mind. A witty person can respond
quickly to situations in such a man-
ner that they can highlight their
sharpness of mind. Wit certainly
arouses amusement
in the listen-
er, but it may
not always
be funny.

HHUUMMOOUURR:: As
stated by
’The
Cambridge
Dictionary’,

humour is the ability to find things
funny, or the quality of being funny.
Unlike wit, humour is always a pleas-
ant companion. It makes you laugh.
Through jokes, foolish remarks, and
sometimes acts, humour aims towards
fun, and laughter. However, humour
isn’t just a joke. The ability to find a

reason to laugh in situ-
ations is humour

too.

Queries relating
to language
skills
Do you find grammar confusing?
Do you get stuck with words
when writing a letter, an essay or
a blog? Do you have a fear of
public speaking?
Or do you simply
want to
improve your
communica-
tion skills?
Times NIE is here
to help you to master the
intricacies of the English
language. Just shoot us
your queries on
toinie175@gmail.com

W
hen it comes to language
learning, it’s more than okay
to admit that you’ve hit a
wall or could use a little
extra motivation. In fact, it’s

bound to happen at some point.
Language learning is a long-term
process — it takes commitment and
enthusiasm. And just like any long-term
goal, we all need encouragement from
time to time to keep us going.

With that in mind, here are our top tips
for staying motivated to keep learning.

1. REMEMBER WHY YOU
STARTED
When you first started your language
learning journey, it was for a reason.
Perhaps, you wanted to reconnect with
your heritage, get more out of your
travels, or make yourself more competi-
tive in the marketplace. Research shows
that returning to these images and visu-
alising your goals can help you succeed.

2. REFLECT ON WHAT
YOU’VE LEARNED SO FAR
Learning a new language is undoubtedly

a huge undertaking, and it’s easy to look
at everything you still have left to learn
and feel overwhelmed. But before you
look ahead, take some time to reflect on
how far you’ve come. 

3. IDENTIFY
DISTRACTIONS
Whatever our distraction of choice, it’s
important to recognise it, and ask our-

selves if we can do without it. We have a
limited amount of time and energy,
which means that every decision we
make has trade-offs. 

4. REWARD YOURSELF
To stay on track, divide your main goal of
learning a new language into smaller
goals and milestones, and then reward
yourself after you reach each one. 

—— BBaabbbbeell..ccoomm

HEARD IT THROUGH THE
GRAPEVINE
MEANING: RUMOURS OR HEARSAY
The telegraph was invented in the mid-
19th century, and by 1861, telegraph wires
stretched from coast to coast. The wires
were described as grapevines as they
hung from telegraph poles. During the
Civil War, news was transmitted via tele-
graph and information heard via the tele-
graph was called “heard through the
grapevine.” Today “grapevine” means
rumours or hearsay.

FACE THE MUSIC
MEANING: OWN UP TO OUR MISTAKES
One origin of this phrase stems from the
disgraceful dismissal of a military officer.
After he was relieved of his duties, the
shamed soldier had to make his final
march accompanied by the drum cadence
of his old unit.

GINORMOUS
MEANING: EXTREMELY LARGE
Portmanteau of gigantic and enormous
this word traces back to World War II and
was first recorded in a 1948 British diction-
ary of military slang. A 1962 dictionary of
sailors’ slang had such uses listed: “a
ginormous brush with the enemy,” “a
ginormous raid”. Now “ginormous” is used
to describe anything humongous.

MURPHY’S LAW
MEANING: IF ANYTHING CAN GO
WRONG, IT WILL
This phrase was coined in 1948 at
Edwards Air Force Base and named after
Capt. Edward A. Murphy, an engineer
working on Air Force Project MX981.
The story goes that Murphy’s assis-
tant was installing gauges to meas-

ure the G-forces a test-dummy would
receive on a rocket-sled blasting forward on
a 1.9-mile track. When the instruments read
zero after the test-run, Murphy berated his
assistant saying, “If there’s more than one
way to do a job and one of those ways will
result in disaster, then somebody will do it
that way.”

BLOCKBUSTER
MEANING: A HUGE SUCCESS, ESPECIALLY
A MOVIE OR A BOOK
Because the 500-pound general purpose
bombs of the British were having little effect
on German targets, the massive 4,000
pound “blockbuster” bomb was devel-
oped. The idea was that it was large
enough to destroy an entire city
block. After the war, the term
was popularised to denote a
movie or book that was a
giant success.

PICKET
MEANING: A PERSON
POSTED FOR A DEMON-
STRATION OR PROTEST
Picket was enlisted into the English
language in the late 1600s as a word
for the pointed stakes used to mark
out an area for building fortifica-
tions. The picket was also used in a
form of military punishment in
which the offender was made to
stand on top of it with one foot. The
word was also called upon as a
name for a detachment of soldiers

serving to guard an army from a
surprise attack. That use may

have influenced
today’s pickets who
try to persuade work-

ers to support a labour strike.

UMPTEEN
MEANING: MANY OR INDEFINITELY
NUMEROUS
Umpteen derives from umpty, an early-
20th century slang word used in the mili-
tary for an indefinite but fairly large num-
ber. Umpty was probably created by anal-
ogy to actual numbers, such as twenty
and thirty, and was originally used as a
handle for the dashes, or long signals, in
Morse code. Umpty is infrequently used
these days, but umpteen abounds.

SKEDADDLE
MEANING: RUN AWAY, SCRAM,
ESPECIALLY TO FLEE IN A PANIC
Etymologists believe skedaddle is an alter-
ation of scaddle, a word used in British
dialect for someone running off in a fright
or for a wild or skittish animal. The first
use of skedaddle is attributed to the Union
troops during the American Civil War who
used it to describe Confederates in
retreat. Off the battlefield, the word is
applied to any hasty leaving or departing.

CLOBBER
MEANING: TO DEFEAT OVERWHELMINGLY
Pilots of the British air force during the
1940s were supposedly the first to throw
around the punchy verb clobber. If a plane
was badly shot up (or shot down), it was
said to be “clobbered”. The forceful action
implied by the verb was then used in
sports or any place like an election result
or a film review where you needed a

stronger word for a drubbing.

SPIT AND POLISH
MEANING: EXTREME ATTEN-
TION TO CLEANLINESS,
ORDERLINESS, SMARTNESS
OF APPEARANCE, AND

CEREMONY
Spit and polish was first

recorded in 1895. The term origi-
nated in the meticulous clean-

ing by military officers to
maintain their required
spick-and-span image,
which often involved pol-
ishing objects, such as
their shoes, by spitting on
them and then rubbing
them with a cloth.
Notably, the Victorian
British navy was com-
monly referred to as
the “Spit and Polish
Navy” for the thor-

oughness in which
they carried out this order.

—Sources: 
Merriam-webster.com, 

veteransunited.com

A journalist covering the Ukraine
crisis went viral on social media for
knowing six different languages,
and for being able to use all of them
during his live reporting for multiple
TV networks. After completing his
English reporting for a news
channel, Philip Crowther switched

his language to Luxembourgish
for the other network.

Similarly, the international
affiliate correspondent
could be heard speaking

Spanish, Portuguese, French, and
German for multiple associated
media networks. “A lot of people
go viral for the wrong
reasons, for doing
something silly or stupid,
and in this case, the
comments are all positive,
so, really, I’m quite, quite
grateful”, Crowther said when
asked for his reaction on the viral
video. “There are a lot of people
commenting on the fact that they’d
like to maybe learn another
language, seeing what they saw in
that video”, he further added.

JOURNO REPORTED
ON UKRAINE CRISIS

IN 6 LANGUAGES

USEFUL HACKS

WHAT’S THE DIFFERENCE?

WIT VS HUMOUR

LEARNING GOES ON

AWESOME
PERKS OF
BEING 
MULTILINGUAL

WORD WISE

MARTIAL
VOCABULARY
Did you know that many of the words and phrases

we use in everyday language actually have a military
origin? Here’s a list of some of the common ones

UP YOUR

CHIMAMANDA NGOZI
ADICHIE
Born in Nigeria, the feminist author
writes in English. A bestseller, Adichie
is a prominent voice in contemporary
American literature. However, she was
actually born in Nigeria and studied
there before continuing her education
in the US. From an early age she

wrote short stories and plays in English. 

MILAN KUNDERA
Born in Czechoslovakia,

the sensitive observer has
also written in French. Under the

Western European influence,
world famous author has written his
last four novels in French, although
he has always had the translations

thoroughly checked!

JOSEPH
CONRAD 
Born in Russia, the
aristocratic adventur-
er wrote in English.
Conrad was born
Józef Teodor Nalecz
Konrad Korzeniowski
to an aristocratic
Polish family in the
mid 19th century. It
was only in his twen-

ties, after years of travelling around the
globe, that Conrad learned English. A
decade later, he started to write in
English. His best-known novel, ‘Heart of

Darkness’, addresses the arduous
journey to a foreign country, cul-

ture shock and colonialism.

HOW TO OVERCOME MOTIVATION
DIP IN LANGUAGE LEARNING

WORLD-FAMOUS 

MOTHER TONGUE
AUTHORS WHO DON’T

WRITE IN THEIR


